
We wish to acknowledge and
pay respect to the traditional
owners of the land on which

we meet – the Wangal clan of
the Dharug peoples.

 

We acknowledge the impact colonialism has had on Aboriginal peoples and
Country, and that this impact continues today. 

 
We pay our respects to Elders, past, present and emerging, 

and to Aboriginal people joining us here today.
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Jeanne Rudd, feminist, WAAC activist
Photos on this page courtesy: 





Protest against US anti-choice extremist,
Jerry Falwell, Ryde Civic Centre 1982
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Poster donated to 
Women's Liberation House
 Sydney by Jozefa Sobski 





Vicky
Potempa



Margaret Kirkby, working on WAAC's
newsletter, 'Right To Choose', at Sydney

Women's Liberation House

Vicki Potempa
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In 1985 Queensland Police launched
"Operation Lost Cause", which used police

to raid two abortion clinics and seize
thousands of confidential patient files. 
The impact on Queensland women was

chilling. Women who had used either clinic
for an abortion lived in fear of arrest and

criminalisation. 
The situation became even more terrifying
when an abortion provider was prosecuted

for breaching the Criminal Code.  
WAAC joined feminist organisations

including the Women's Legal Service to
protest the police actions, let the people of

NSW know what was happening in
Queensland, and offer solidarity with

Queensland women.



Sydney women rallied to oppose the
Queensland police force's actions



Margaret Kirkby of WAAC was
one of the speakers at the

Sydney rally opposing
Queensland police actions.

The amazing banners on this
and previous pages - double

the size of an A3 with
wooden 'carry poles' page
were created just for the
event and remain part of

WAAC's archives.

Margaret Kirkby



Abortion is a woman's

right to choose

Repeal all abortion laws

Free safe abortion on

demand

Free safe contraception

on demand

No forced sterilisation

Beautiful and creative hand
designed and made banners
such as these were a feature
of all pre-computer protest

movements. These also
remind those in the protest

crowd of WAAC's five
demands:
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